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2.. Radar Range Profiles 

2.1.. Introduction 

Highh resolution radar (HRR) range profiles are essentially one-dimensional 'im-
ages'' of radar targets (see figure 1.1). If a range profile is measured with suf-
ficientt resolution, the separate contributions of the scatterers, i.e., the parts of 
thee aircraft that strongly reflect the radar energy, are resolved. Range profiles 
thereforee provide information on the geometry of the aircraft, and so they are 
suitablee features for automatic aircraft classification. This chapter summarises 
thee main properties of radar range profiles, after first defining the appropriate 
coordinatee systems in section 2.2. 

Radarr range profiles are obtained by transmitting a radar signal that com-
prisess a wide range in frequency, using either a single pulse (a chirp), or a 
seriess of pulses with increasing frequency. A range profile is defined as the 
squaredd magnitude of the coherent complex radar returns, after optional pre-
processing.. All phase information is usually discarded. The resolution of the 
rangee profile is inversely related to the transmitted bandwidth B, as will be 
shownn in section 2.3. However, optional windowing in the Fourier domain usu-
allyy decreases the resolution (see section 2.5). 

Radarss usually measure a sequence (or leg) of consecutive range profiles over 
aa period of time. The motion of the aircraft during this period causes the air-
craftt to appear at different positions in different profiles. This effect is known 
ass translation range migration (TRM). Aircraft motion also influences the pose 
off  the aircraft with respect to the radar (or aspect angle). Occlusion of scatter-
ers,, rotational range migration (RRM) and speckle are effects caused by aircraft 
rotationss which greatly influence range profiles. Section 2.4 discusses these 
sourcess of range profile variability in detail. 

Throughoutt this thesis simulated range profiles will be used as the basis for 
constructingg classifiers. Section 2.6 discusses the basics of range profile simula-
tion,, and the main differences between measured and simulated range profiles. 

Finally,, section 2.7 describes the details of the data set used in the experi-
mentss performed for the research described in this thesis. 
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Figuree 2.1: The definition of aspect angle 0 in the aircraft-fixed coordinate frame 
(e(exx,e,eyy,e,ezz).). The unit vector - s is the reverse line-of-sight. 

2.2.. Coordinate Systems 

Thiss section introduces a coordinate system, used throughout this thesis, in 
whichh locations relative to the aircraft and aircraft orientation with respect to 
thee radar are defined. 

AA set of unit vectors (ex, ey,ez) attached to the aircraft define the axis of the 
aircraft-fixedaircraft-fixed coordinate system shown in figure 2.1. The positive x-axis points 
inn the direction from the tail to the nose of the aircraft. The positive y-axis 
pointss from the wing tip at the starboard side of the aircraft to the wing tip 
att port side. Finally, the z-axis points from the bottom of the aircraft to the 
top.. Note that the origin of the aircraft-fixed coordinate system is fixed but 
arbitrary. . 

Radarr line-of-sight is defined as the direction from which the radar illumi-
natess the aircraft. The line-of-sight is expressed in the aircraft-fixed coordinate 
systemm as a unit vector s attached to the origin. 

Thee orientation of the aircraft with respect to the radar is determined by the 
orientationn of s with respect to the principal axis of the aircraft-fixed coordinate 
system.. Aircraft orientation is generally described as a two-dimensional aspect 
angleangle 0 = (6a, 6e),1 Aspect azimuth, 6a, is defined as 

66aa = arctan ( ~S ' g y ) , (2.1) 
VV e x J 

11 Although three angles are required to completely specify aircraft orientation, rotations of the 
aircraftt in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight do not influence range profile measure-
ments.. Therefore, a description of aircraft pose in terms of aspect angles is sufficient. 
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i.e.,, 9a is the angle between the positive x-axis and the projection of - s on 
thee plane spanned by ex and e .̂ Aspect elevation, 9e, is defined as 

66ee = arccos( -s-e2) , (2.2) 

i.e.,, 9e is the angle between the positive z-axis and - s. Figure 2.1 shows the 
geometricall  construction of both aspect angles. 

Aspectt azimuth is zero if the aircraft is viewed from nose-on and 180 degrees 
iff  viewed from tail-on. If the aircraft is observed from the starboard side then 
99aa < 0. If the aircraft is observed from the port side then 9a > 0. Since aircraft 
aree usually symmetric, it can be assumed that a range profile measured at an 
aspectt azimuth 0a is identical to a profile measured at ~9a (for a given aspect 
elevationn 0e). 

Estimatess of the aspect angles of an aircraft in flight can be obtained either 
fromm onboard equipment, like INS or GPS-based systems, or they can be derived 
fromm tracking data - a sequence of three-dimensional aircraft positions, which 
cann be obtained from a tracking radar. While onboard equipment provides 
thee most accurate aspect angle estimates, such equipment is only available in 
controlledd experiments. When performing radar measurements of targets of 
opportunity,, one has to rely on estimates from tracking data. 

Aspectt angle estimates from tracking data are obtained by combining the 
trackingg data with aerodynamic assumptions on the most likely pose of the 
aircraftt given its flight path. Generally, one assumes that an aircraft moves in 
thee direction of its nose. However, e.g. wind conditions can cause the aircraft 
too move in a slightly different direction, which results in a systematic error on 
aspectt angle estimates. If information on the weather condition is available, the 
systematicc error on aspect angle estimates can be considerably reduced [23]. 

Aspectt angle estimates also suffer from random errors which are the result 
off  small rotations of the aircraft due to flight corrections or rapidly changing 
windd conditions, e.g. turbulence. 

Positionss along the line-of-sight s are denoted by slant range r. The slant 
rangee of a point x = (x, y, z)T in the aircraft-fixed coordinate system is defined 
ass the projection of x on the line-of-sight s, 

r(s,x)) = s-x. (2.3) 

Usingg the definitions of aspect angle in equations (2.1) and (2.2), the line-of-
sightt s can be expressed as a function of aspect angle as 

s(0)) - ( - c o s ^ s i n ,̂ - s in0as in#e, - cos0e) T . (2.4) 

Consequently,, the slant range of a point x as a function of aspect angle 9 is 
givenn by 

r(0,x)r(0,x) = s(0) x. (2.5) 

Supposee that an aircraft, observed initially at aspect angle 0, performs a rota-
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tionn such that the aspect angle changes by a small amount A0. Then, the slant 
rangee of a point x can be approximated by a linear function of A0: 

r(0,x)r(0,x) « r(0o,x) + ra
L A0a + re  A0e, (2.6) 

wheree the cross ranges r£ and r\ are denned as 

yd yd 

ri ri 

i.e.,, rf is the projection of x on the direction perpendicular to both the posi-
tivee 2-axis and the line-of-sight, and rf is the projection of x on the direction 
perpendicularr to both the line-of-sight and the plane spanned by the positive 
z-axiss and the line-of-sight. 

2.3.. Radar Range Profiles 

AA radar measures the radar reflectivity of an aircraft by transmitting an electro-
magneticc pulse and recording the amplitude and phase of the reflected signal 
(thee radar return), as a function of time.2 A range profile is defined as the 
squaredd amplitude of the radar return. A range profile thus represents the 
energyy of the reflected signal as a function of slant range r. 

Iff  the width of the transmitted pulse is much shorter than the size of the 
aircraft,, the different parts of the aircraft contributing to the total radar return 
aree resolved in the resulting range profile, as can be seen in figure 1.1. The width 
off  the transmitted pulse thus determines the resolution of a range profiles - the 
shorterr the pulse, the more detail wil l be seen in the range profile. 

Thee niiriimum pulse width a radar can achieve is limited by the power (energy 
perr unit of time) it is capable of transmitting. Unfortunately, most radars are 
incapablee of transmitting the power required to achieve sufficient range resolu-
tion. . 

PulsePulse compression [24] allows a radar to achieve high range resolution even 
withh relatively long pulse widths. This is achieved by modulating the frequency 
f{t)f{t)  of the transmitted pulse during the total pulse width T = te - ts, where 
ttss and te denote the times of respectively starting and ending the pulse trans-
mission.. Radars utilising pulse compression are essentially measuring the total 
radarr return G( ƒ) in the frequency domain. A range profile is then constructed 

22 Throughout this thesis it is assumed that the same radar is used for both transmitting and 
receivingg (monostatic radar). 

-r(0,x)-r(0,x) = (ez xs) -x, 
d0d0a a 

^ r ( ö ' X )) = s h ^ ( S X ( e 2 X S ) ) ' X ' 

(2.7) ) 

(2.8) ) 
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byy applying an inverse Fourier transform to G(f). The range resolution of the 
resultingg range profile is determined by the total bandwidth B spanned by ƒ (r). 

Thee chirp waveform is a common application of this idea. The chirp wave-
formm is constructed by linearly varying the transmitted frequency over the time 
periodd T, 

f(f(tt)=f)=f 00 +  foTts<t<t e. (2.9) 

Anotherr common waveform [25] is the stepped frequency waveform (SFW). 
Steppedd frequency waveforms are produced by linearly sampling the desired 
bandwidthh B at specific frequencies fi, 

BB = LA/ , (2.10a) 

fifi  = fo + lAf, (2.10b) 
11 = 0 1. (2.10c) 

Forr each frequency ƒ*, the total radar return Gi - G(fi) is then measured by 
transmittingg the corresponding pulse at times U, 

UU = U + l*j-,  (2.11) 

wheree At is the time interval between transmitting two successive pulses. 
Thee corresponding radar return g in the time domain is then reconstructed 

byy performing an Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) on the L +1 returns 
Gi, Gi, 

gg = f'HG), (2.12) 

Thee elements y\ (usually called range bins) of the resulting range profile y = 
(yo(yo JL ) are then given by 

yiyi = \gi\2. (2.13) 

AA problem with the use of the SFW is that radial motions of the aircraft 
causee a distortion of measured range profiles. To rrünimise these distortions, a 
velocity-tolerantvelocity-tolerant stepped frequency waveform (VTSFW) can be used. In [11] it is 
shownn that by decreasing the time interval between transmitting the frequen-
ciess fu any constant velocity of the aircraft is automatically compensated for. 
AA VTSFW is produced by transmitting the frequencies fi at specific times 

(yl(yl + l)(yL+L-y) 
tltl  = Atmin j — j , (2.14) 

wheree Atmm = ti - £L-I is the time delay between the two final pulses, and 
y^Bjfo. y^Bjfo. 
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Thee radar return of a complex target can be described as a coherent sum over 
thee returns of a set of discrete scatterers [26]. With this assumption, the total 
coherentt return G for a given frequency fi and aspect angle 0 is given by 

M M 

Gi(0)Gi(0) = X Gfl(0), (2.15a) 
m=\ m=\ 

G]G] nn(0)(0) = Am(fi,0)exvi<t>m(fi,9), (2.15b) 

wheree Am is the real-valued amplitude and 4>m the phase of the return of the 
mthh scatterer. In general, both will be a function of frequency and aspect angle. 

Thee most basic scatterer is the point scatterer. A point scatterer is considered 
too be rigidly attached to the aircraft body at some location x in the coordinate 
systemm shown in figure 2.1. 

Thee radar return of a point scatterer has two defining characteristics: it has 
aa constant amplitude with respect to both frequency and aspect angle, and 
itss phase varies linearly with both frequency ƒ and slant range r. The radar 
returnn of a point scatterer located at a position x in the aircraft-fixed coordinate 
systemm is given by 

Gi(0)Gi(0) = A e x p - ^ £ r ( 0 , x ), (2.16) 
c c 

wheree r{0,x) is denned in equation (2.5). 
Manyy other types of scattering behaviour, such as specular reflections and 

cavityy resonances, are present in actual HRR measurements [27, 28]. However, 
thee relation between position, aspect angle and radar return of these scatter 
typess is very difficult to determine, although efforts have been made to con-
structt parametric models of non-point scattering [29, 30, 31]. 

Itt is instructive to explicitly calculate the range profile resulting from a single 
pointt scatterer at position x. From equations (2.12) and (2.16) it follows that 

.. (smTTl'\ . ( 4nf fn . 

wheree c is the speed of light, and V, ƒ and 0° are defined as 

i'' = i - — r ( 0 , x ) , (2.18) 
c c 

// = /O + | L A / , (2.19) 

4>i4>i  = j ^ j - i . (2-20) 

(2.17) ) 
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Thee elements yi of the resulting range profile y are therefore given by 

yiyi = ^(^\. (2.21) 

Equationss (2.21) and (2.18) show that a point scatterer causes a local maximum 
off  y in the range bin yi that contains the point scatterer. In other words, the 
slantt range of a point scatterer can be estimated from a range profile by locating 
thee local amplitude maxima. 

Fromm equations (2.21) and (2.18), two important parameters can be obtained. 
Thee nominal range resolution Ar is defined as the distance in metres between 
too successive range bins yi, and is given by 

Arr = ^ . (2.22) 

Duee to the periodicity of (2.21), a shift in slant range of an integer multiple of 
2^72^7 will cause the scatterer to appear in the same bin in the range profile. The 
length h 

RuRu = ^ (2.23) 

iss therefore called the unambiguous range interval 

2.4.. Range Profile Variability 

Thiss section discusses the main sources of range profile variability: measure-
mentt noise, translational range migration, rotational range migration, speckle, 
andd occlusion. 

Radarr measurements are subject to measurement noise, which is caused by 
bothh thermal noise in the radar receiver and clutter - unwanted radar returns 
fromm for example birds or atmospheric effects. The signal-to-noise ratio is 
mainlyy determined by the distance between the radar and the aircraft, since the 
powerr of the reflected signal measured by the radar is inversely proportional to 
thee fourth power of the distance between the radar and the aircraft. 

AA range profile suffers from translational range migration (TRM) when a 
changee in distance between the radar and the aircraft causes scatterers to move 
fromm one range bin to the next. Since all scatterers are translated by the same 
amount,, the relative distance between two scatterers does not change. There-
fore,, the shape of the profile does not change due to TRM, and so the effect of 
TRMM is a translation of the original range profile. In case of a stepped frequency 
waveform,, this shift is cyclic. 
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Iff  an aircraft rotates over a significant aspect angle (of the order of a few 
degrees)) such that the outermost scatterers move from one range bin to the 
other,, the range profiles collected during this rotation suffer from rotational 
rangerange migration (RRM) [13]. 

Thee next source of variability, speckle, is also related to aircraft rotations. 
Specklee occurs if in a single range bin I two or more distinct scatterers are 
present.. Then, only a slight rotation of the aircraft in aspect azimuth or ele-
vationn is enough to change the differential path length to the radar over half 
thee wavelength. This causes the coherent sum g\ of the scatter contributions 
too turn from constructive to destructive interference (or vice versa) within tiny 
changess of aspect angle; generally between one and two orders of magnitude 
smallerr than the aspect angle changes associated with RRM. 

Thee effect of speckle is that the range profile amplitudes yi vary rapidly if a 
sequencee of consecutively measured range profiles is considered. In this case, 
thee change in aspect angle is due mainly to small aircraft yaw motions during 
thee recording time. Because the rotations causing speckle are smaller than 
thee accuracy of any aspect angle estimate, speckle is is usually modelled as 
statisticall  variance of peak amplitude. 

Thee so-called Swerling cases [32] are models of amplitude fluctuations in 
thee case of a very large number of point scatterers being present in a single 
rangee bin I. Swerling cases 1 and 2 apply when all scatterers are of compara-
blee strength. Swerling cases 3 and 4 apply when one scatterer is significantly 
strongerr than the other scatterers. Although the Swerling cases are derived 
fromm the limit case of an infinite number of scatterers, in practice they work 
welll  even if only a few scatterers are present [24]. 

Itt has been shown [33] that, for any Swerling case, the resulting distribution 
p{yi)p{yi) of yi is a chi-square distribution with 2k degrees of freedom, given by 

'W-TT-W-f^rW-^ VV  (2'24) 
(k-l)lyi(k-l)lyi  \yi ] \ yi ) 

wheree y\ denotes the average value of yi. Swerling cases 1 and 2 are described 
byy k = 1, while Swerling cases 3 and 4 are described by k = 2. 

Fromm (2.24) one can calculate the expected variance of on range profile am-
plitudess yi. For both k = 1 and k = 2, this variance varies with yi as 

ofecyf.ofecyf. (2.25) 

Fluctuationss of range profile amplitude due to speckle are thus multiplicative 
inn nature - the larger the profile amplitude, the larger the variance. This poses a 
problemm for many statistical classifiers, which are often based on additive noise 
models.. Section 2.5 provides a solution to this problem by applying a non-linear 
transformationn to the range profiles. 
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(a)) Frequency domain. (b)) Range domain. 

Figuree 2.2: The Hamming window in both the frequency and the range domain. The 
grayy line in figure (b) shows the IDFT of the default square window. 

Thee final source of range profile variability discussed here is occlusion. Occlu-
sionn occurs when a scatterer is positioned such that it is not observable by the 
radar.. In our application, this is always a case of self-occlusion, which means a 
scattererr can only be occluded by another part of the same aircraft. An occluded 
scattererr does not contribute at all to the measured range profile. Rotations of 
thee aircraft in the order of 10 degrees can cause occluded scatterers to become 
visiblee and vice versa. 

2.5.. Range Profile Pre-Processing for Classification 

AA consequence of using a stepped frequency waveform is that effectively a 
squaree window is applied to the 'true' radar return in the frequency domain. 
Thiss introduces high side-lobes in the range domain. It is therefore common to 
applyy a filter to the complex radar returns before performing the IDFT, which 
reducess the height of the side-lobes at the cost of a slight loss in resolution. 

Thee choice in filters is rather large (see [34] for an overview), each with their 
ownn advantages and disadvantages. The profiles used for the work described 
inn this thesis have all been filtered using the Hamming window [35], shown in 
figurefigure 2.2. Figure 2.3(b) shows the effect of applying the Hamming window on 
thee resulting range profile. Application of the Hamming window increases the 
nominall  range resolution by roughly a factor of 1.3, 

Arr « 1.3 
2B' 2B' 

(2.26) ) 
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Afterr applying a window to the (I +1) coherent returns, they can also be zero-
padded,, thereby increasing the dimensionality from L + ltod = z(L + l), where 
zz > 1 is the oversampling factor. Zero-padding has the effect of interpolating 
thee resulting range profile, and thereby artificially increasing the number of 
rangee bins in the profile. Note that this does not increase the resolution of the 
profilee - it only allows for easier detection of amplitude peaks. The effects of 
zero-paddingg on a range profile are shown in figure 2.3(c). 

Inn section 2.4 it was shown (equation (2.25)) that the variance of peak ampli-
tudess due to speckle was multiplicative in nature. However, many classifiers, 
suchh as the nearest neighbour classifier, assume an additive noise distribution, 
suchh as Gaussian distributed white noise. It can therefore be beneficial to trans-
formm the data in such a way that the resulting variance is additive instead of 
multiplicative. . 

Itt has been shown that applying a Box-Cox transformation [36, 37] to range 
profiles,, the multiplicative peak amplitude variation induced by speckle can 
bee transformed to be as additive as possible [11, 38]. A number of equivalent 
definitionss of the Box-Cox transformation are found in literature - in this thesis, 
thee Box-Cox transformation of a range profile y is defined as 

(yi)(yi)n n 

== Kyu , (2.27) 
yjlAyi)yjlAyi)2n 2n 

wheree y' is the transformed profile, and r]  = [0,1] is a free tuning parameter. 
Thee effect of applying a Box-Cox transformation to a range profile is shown in 
figurefigure 2.3(d). In [11, 38] it has been shown that a value of n ~ 0.2 is optimal 
forr transforming the multiplicative amplitude fluctuations caused by speckle 
too normally distributed fluctuations. Note that the transformed profile is also 
normalisedd to unit vector length to make the final classification independent on 
thee absolute magnitudes of the range profiles. 

2.6.. Simulated HRR 

Simulatedd range profiles are produced by supplying radar simulation software 
withh CAD models of aircraft. Simulated range profiles are a cheap and efficient 
methodd for obtaining large amounts of profiles, which can be used as a training 
sett for constructing a classifier (as discussed in section 2.1). 

Aircraftt CAD models represent the geometry of aircraft as a collection of 
discretee elements. These elements can be parametric functions (such as for 
examplee NURBS [39]), or simple primitives (such as the flat patches of the model 
shownn in figure 1.2). 

Simulatedd range profiles are immune to some of the sources of range profile 
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Figur ee 2.3: Examples of the effect of the different pre-processing methods described in 
sectionn 2.5 on a (measured) range profile. Note that the profiles are normalised to 
unitt vector length, and so the vertical axes are dimensionless. 

http://AaJ.J1JK.jJ
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variabilityy discussed in section 2.4. Simulated range profiles do not suffer from 
measurementt noise (apart from negligible errors due to the limited numerical 
accuracyy of computer computations). Also, simulated range profiles do not 
sufferr from translational range migration (provided the origin of rotations of 
thee aircraft model is fixed). 

Otherr differences between measured and range profiles result from the lim-
itedd accuracy of HRR simulation. First of all, simulation software can only ap-
proximatee the process of radar scattering. Also, CAD models are only approxi-
mationss of the geometry of aircraft. 

AA large variety of radar simulation software packages exists. A frequently 
usedd package is XPATCH [40]. For the work presented in this thesis, the RAP-
PORT33 software package [41] was used exclusively. This section will therefore 
restrictt the discussion of radar simulation to the approach taken in RAPPORT. 

RAPPORTT is a radar simulation package which is developed at TNO Physics and 
Electronicss Laboratory. It calculates the total coherent radar return (amplitude 
andd phase) of an aircraft model (for a given frequency and aspect angle) using 
aa combination of ray tracing and physical optics, RAPPORT uses a ray tracing 
algorithmm to calculate the trajectory of the radar waves as they hit the aircraft. 
Fromm these paths (which may contain multiple bounces), it determines which of 
thee flat patches in the aircraft model are 'visible' to the radar, i.e. contribute to 
thee total radar return. 

RAPPORTT then uses a high frequency approximation to radar scattering called 
physicalphysical optics to calculate the radar return of each visible facet. The total radar 
returnn is the coherent sum of the contributions of each facet. 

2.7.. Available Data 

Thee data set used throughout this thesis contains both simulated and measured 
HRRR data collected from five civil aircraft, seen at approximately broadside as-
pectt angles: the Boeings 737-500 and the 747-400, the Fokker 100, the Airbus 
A3100 and the McDonnell-Douglas of the 80-88 series. 

Thee measured range profiles were collected during the ORFEO measurement 
campaignn [42], using the FELSTAR4 radar at TNO Physics and Electronics Labo-
ratory.. The range profiles were measured using the velocity tolerant stepped-
frequencyy waveform described in section 2.3. Table 2.1 shows the parameters 
off  the waveform used. 

AA typical ORFEO measurement consists of multiple profiles of an aircraft in 
flightflight  (i.e. a leg) as the full waveform is repeatedly transmitted while the radar 

33 Radar signature Analysis and Prediction by Physical Optics and Ray Tracing 
44 FEL S-band Tracking and Acquisition Radar. 
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100 m 

McDonnell-Douglass 88 (MD80) 

Figuree 2.4: The five models available for RCS-predictions. Above each model the name 
off  the aircraft type is shown. Between brackets, the code-names used throughout 
thiss thesis are given. The number of flat facets ranges from 5,238 for the Airbus to 
17,9355 for the Boeing 747. 

Carrierr frequency 
Bandwidth h 
Numberr of pulses 
Frequencyy step 
Nominall  range resolution 
Unambiguouss range 
Minimumm delay between pulses 

/o o 
B B 
LL + l

Af Af 
AR AR 
Ru Ru 
A U U 

== 3.0738 GHz 
== 452.2 MHz 
== 324 
== 1.4 MHz 
== 0.33m 
== 107.5 m 
== 420 jus 

Tablee 2.1: ORFEO waveform parameters 
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iss tracking the aircraft. For each leg, aspect angle estimates were obtained from 
thee tracking data. The aspect angle estimates contain a systematic error of 
aboutt 5 degrees, and a random error of about one degree. More detail on the 
ORFEOO measurement campaign is provided in [11, 42]. 

Forr each aircraft in the database a CAD model was used to obtain simulated 
profiles,, using the RAPPORT software package. Each CAD model consists of a 
collectionn of flat patches (or facets), whose union approximates the shape of 
thee aircraft. Figure 2.4 shows a rendered representation of these models. The 
numberr of flat facets ranges from 5,238 for the Airbus to 17,935 for the Boeing 
747.. This demonstrates that the number of facets for the Airbus is relatively 
low.. From figure 2.4 the rougher surface of the Airbus can actually be observed. 
Clearly,, the predictions for the Airbus will therefore be less accurate than for 
thee other aircraft types. 

2.8.. Conclusions 

Thiss section provided an overview of the basic physical and statistical proper-
tiess of radar range profiles. Radar range profiles, denoted by y. are measure-
mentss of reflected radar energy as a function of slant range r. 

Thee measured range profiles used throughout this thesis are obtained using a 
Velocityy Tolerant Stepped Frequency Waveform. The benefits of this waveform 
aree twofold. First, by transmitting the total required bandwidth over a relatively 
largee period At, the hardware requirements on the radar equipment are modest. 
Second,, by a specific choice for the times at which the specific frequencies in 
thee waveform are transmitted, the resulting measurements are not influenced 
byy radial motions of the aircraft. All measured range profiles used in this thesis 
weree obtained during the ORFEO measurement campaign. 

Thee main sources of range profile variability are measurement noise, trans-
lationall  range migration, speckle, rotational range migration and occlusion. 
Translationn range migration occurs when the distance between the radar and 
thee aircraft changes due to aircraft motions, and causes cyclic shifts of range 
profiles.. Speckle, rotational range migration and occlusion are all effects caused 
byy changes in aspect angle 0. Speckle causes rapid amplitude fluctuations when 
moree than one scatterer are present in a single range bin. RRM causes scatter-
erss to move from one range bin to the next. Occlusion causes scatterers to be 
'invisible'' in range profiles, and occurs when a scatterers are hidden from the 
radarr by other parts of the aircraft. 

Thee usefulness of radar range profiles for classification can be enhanced us-
ingg signal processing. By windowing the radar returns in the frequency domain, 
highh side lobes in the range domain are suppressed. Zero-padding the returns 
allowss for easy interpolation of the range profile, which allows for more accu-
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ratee detection of amplitude peaks. Finally, the Box-Cox transformation trans-
formss the multiplicative variability caused by speckle into additive variability. 

Simulatedd range profiles are produced using radar simulation software with 
CADD models of aircraft. They are free of the influence of measurement noise 
andd TRM. Due to limitations of both the simulation software and the CAD mod-
els,, they are necessarily only an approximations to measured range profiles. All 
simulatedd range profiles used in this thesis were obtained using the RAPPORT 
softwaree package. 




